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FS AUR AS A PERMANENT SUPERHUMP SYSTEM

Gagliik H. Ibvinassiaii' and Sergei \4 Zharikov^

RESUMEN

Descubrimos que la Variable Cataclismica ES Aur de eorto periodo orbital iinu'stra periodo fotoinetrico cercano 
a orbital. El exceso de periodo coincide con lo que s(' ('s})era d(' un sist('ina cpie ciu'nta con la j)r(‘sencia de 
superjorobas permanentes. Esto puede ser resnltado de qne ES Aur posea nn disco grande y ('stable. Sin 
embargo el sistema sigue mostrando persistenteniente nn periodo inuclio mas largo qnc' el orbital y Icjs nuevos 
datos no alteran las explicaciones previas de este periodo.

ABSTRACT

We discovered that the short period cataclysmic variable ES Aur at some epochs shows a photometric period 
close to the orbital. It exceeds the orbital period by ~2%, which is a sign of the pix'sc'iice of a permanent 
superhump in the system. Superhumps tend to appear near short, low amplitude outbursts. We assume that 
ES Aur possesses a large thermally stable accretion disc and that the outburst may be chu' to the \'ariable mass 
transfer rate. This, however, does not alter our previous explanation of yet anotlu'r. 2.4 tiiiK's longer than 
orbital, photometric period of ES Aur, found earlier, and persistently observed in its light curve's.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ES Aur is a short period Cataclysmic Vari

able (CV), with a spectroscopically established pe
riod of 85.7 minutes (Thorstensen et ah, (1996), 
Neustroev(2002),Tovmassian et ah, (2003)(T03)). It 
is on the short side of the Period Gap (PG) and, 
thus, is expected to have a mass ratio between com
ponents of q< 0.33 suitable to produce superhumps 
as a result of an apsidal precession of the elliptically 
distorted accretion disk grown out of the resonance 
radius (3.1) (Whitehurst 1988). Most of the Dwarf 
Novae (DN) systems below the PG belong to the 
SU UMa subclass known to undergo superoutbursts, 
during which superhumps develop. Basically, there 
are two requirements that should be satisfied for the 
presence of superhumps: the above mentioned mass 
ratio and sufficiently large disc radius. While SU 
UMa stars reach the latter condition only during 
superoutburst, the theory that allows for the exis
tence of systems that may have large enough discs in 
the quiescence and show so-called permanent super
humps. Not accidentally, more than 20 such systems 
were discovered in the last decade (Patterson 1999). 
The amplitudes of superhumps in these systems is 
highly variable and sometimes disappears altogethc'r 
from the light curves. Osaki (1996) suggested that 
only the orbital period and mass transfer rate deter
mine the behavior of the system, and thns its classi
fication (Retter V Naylor 2000). So far, ES Aur has
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been never detected in superoutburst.
Another more bizarre peculiarity of ES Aur is 

that it shows a 205 min photometric period which 
more than two times exceeds its orbital period. After 
lengthy discussion of possible causes of such peculiar 
behavior, T03 suggested a ik 'w possible uK'diaiiism 
to explain observed periods. It may be caused by 
the rapid rotating magiK'tic white dwarf (W D) with 
a period of the order of 50 - 100 s('c, which in ad
dition precess(\s. According to ('xisting niod('ls. the 
precession period for a rigidly rotating W D would be 
in order of the observed period. In order to sc'c this 
precession period in optical wavc'lengths, the colli
mated beam from the magnetically accreting white 
dwarf, the rotational axes of the white dwarf and the 
binary plane where the disc is located shonld have 
certain angles relative to each other. This could ex
plain the uniqueness of ES Anr and wh\- we do not 
observe such periods in other systc'ins. Ihis hypoth
esis remains, however, highly debat al)k' until firm 
evidence is not found of the fast rotat ing WD in this 
system.

Motivated by this unique and unexplained behav
ior, we kept monitoring the star. Here we report on 
new findings snggx'sting that FS Anr is a permanent 
superhump system, which in turn may ('xplain why 
we liave nev('r obsc'iwx'd it in the superoutburst.

2. PHO I'OM ETin' AND PERIODS
A IK'W s('t of observations of FS Aur using 1.5m 

t('l('scoj)(' of OAN at SPM was obtained on 13-15
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Fig. 1. riu' light ciirws of I'A .\ur. Left panel; sr'k'clicni of nights wlu'ic' the superhuinp period appears (the last 3 
snb-paiK'ls c:ontain new data; Right panel are nights where predominant period in the light curves is the long photometric 
period. The sin curve is a ht to the long photometric period over a 4 year period of monitoring.

Nov. 2002. The C'(h) was binned 2 x 2  and trimmed 
in size to accommodate Uu' objc'cl- and at least 2 com
parison st ars for a rapid differential photmetry in R 
band. The lu'w light curves arc highly variable and 
on first glance look sporadic. The ck'ar sinusoidal 
variation with 205 min period observed before is re
placed with a more complex pattern. However, the 
period search i('\cals a (cw dominating frcciiiencies. 
One of them remains the niyst('rious long photomet
ric period of 205 min. Another strong peak appears 
at th(' pc'riod close to the orbital. It is broad in tlu' 
single night periodograms and it is clifRciilt to tell 
if it coincides with the orbital period or not. Even 
combining tlu' data of 3 nights does not satisfacto
rily i('S()lv(' the emerging period. Therefore, we s('- 
k'cted additioanal data from i)revious observations 
(T03). where similar variabilit\’ was seen. In the 
Figure I on the left })anel the sc'leetc'd observations 
ai(' presenU'd. including the lU'w ones at the bot- 
t(un. In tlu' right panel the obs('rvations where the 
long photometric period ekauly dominates are pre- 
s('iit('(l for comparison. The Fourier transform on the 
s('k'etion of data presented in the left panel rewals 
multipk' peaks due to the alias periods appearing be
cause of nii('\('n distribution of data. The strong('st 
peak drifts away from the value corresponding to the 
orbital period, toward longer periods. The CLEAN 
procedure (Roberts (4 al. 1987) encounters the peak 
cfuitered on 10.4G dav~’. which corresponds to the
87.5 min period. The pow('r spectrum of the selected 
s(;t of data, as well as its C'LFiANed counterpart are 
j^rescaited in Figure 2. Folding the data by periods

corresponding to the peaks in the Power Spectrum 
also clearly favors the 87.5 min period. This period 
exceeds the orbital period of the system by 2.06%.

There is an empirical relation between super
hump period excess and the orbital period of su
perhump systems (Patterson 1998) supported by the 
theory (e.g. Murray 2000). According to that rela
tionship the 2% value of period excess is what one 
would expect for FS Aur with the orbital period of 
85.7 minutes. This indirectly confirms our derived 
period. On the other hand, it explains why FS Aur 
has not been seen in the superoutburst. The systems 
that are found to have permanent superhumps pos
sess thermally stable large discs as a result of higher 
mass transfer rates than in SU UMa systems.

2.1. Outbursts and long-term behavior

The scenario discribed above would be not very 
surprising or rare at all if not for the history of cycli-

'm f'

Fig. 2. The power spectrum of selected data (see text) 
and its CLEANed counterpart
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Fig. 3. The long-term light curve of FS Aur. The arrows mark the epochs wIkmx' \vc obtained high time resolution 
photometry. The thick arrows indicate nights when superhiimps weix' d('t('ct(vl.

cal outbusrts of FS Aur. The problem is that the 
thermally stable disc in a high state should not pro
duce outbursts in the way we used to explain them. 
Tli(' Dwarf Nova outbursts by wid('l\- accepted mod
els ar(' a product of thermal inst ability and require 
lower mass transfer rate to maintain the temper
ature/viscosity in a range when' a jump is possi
ble from one state to another (Osaki 1989). We 
examined all publicly available light curves of FS 
Aur from the archives of AAVSO. Only C'C’D mea
surements were taken into consideration. First we 
checked the correlation with the occurence of the su
perhumps in the system with its long term behav
ior. In the Figure 3 the long-term light curve of FS 
Aur is presented from AAVSO archives. The dates 
when superhumps were observed in the light curves 
are marked by long arrows. The nights when light 
cur\'('s w('ie predominantly displaying the long pho
tometric period without signihcant interference of 
short period modulation are marked by small arrows. 
While data is scarse and it is difficult to (luaiitifv. the 
overall impression is that superhiimps mostly occur 
near/around the outbursts. If we amplify the out
burst profile as. in the Figure 4, we can note that the 
duration of the flare, its amplitude and shape do not 
exactly fit the description of Dwarf Nova outburts. 
The short DN outbursts last on average 4 days, have

Fig. r. The outburst profile of FS Aur.

a st('C]) rise, plateau and slow d('(4ine and generally 
reach larger amplitudes (Wariu'r 1990). \\4iil(' some 
frequent outburst sysl('ins ('xisl (FR UMa t\'i)(': Kato 
V isunjava 199a). FS .‘\n r by no iiK'aiis belongs to 
them. l h(' (piiesc('iic(' of FS Aur lasts kmg enough 
to accumulate power for a descent DN outburst.

W(' suppose that the flares (as opp(jsed to the 
outbursts in DN) in FS .A.ur aix' rather a result of 
a varying mass transfer rate, which may cause the 
observed pattern. There ('xists a large number of 
models trying to explain DN outbursts by a variable 
mass transfer rate or its combination with thermal 
instability model (eg Bath et al. 1983. Sniak 2000). 
In such case, we can also argue that the increased 
mass transfer pushes the disc in t 1k ' FS Aur beyond 
resonance radius limits and it starts to apsidally pre- 
cess, producing the pc'rmaiK'iit superhiimps.
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